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ABSTRACT
The hypothesis that conventional approaches to
evaluating contaminants in performance appraisal overlpok'important
individual ratee effects was examine4. A rating form was developed
that'condisted uif the following dimensions and behaviors: tgarmth;
guided discourse or indirect teaching methods; control of subject
matter; enthusiasm and reinforcing; Organizing and managing;
presentiRg and explainingrevaluating; and advising and counseling.
Administration'-of. the form to evaluate 23 instructors resulted'in.
approximately 1,500'observations per semester. The reliability of the
Ifórm and its factor stability were assessed, and possible
contaminants were checked to assure tfiat the evaluations were More
likely to result frowthe instructor's performance than from.student
or,course factors. It was fiiund that 8.6 percent of the instructor
rateeS had persistent and significant contaminants associated with
their eValuations; a looser definition of "persistent" pmshes the
figure to 34.7 percept. It is suggested that the evaluations may not
be assessin§ performance accurately because of ratd0. contaminants,
cincluding expected. grade in the course the time at which the course°
begins, the time and effort required of the student, and the
student's major. These contaminat occurred in,spite of the fact
that the-instrument was found to eve face validity; factor
stability, and internal consistency. It is proposed that adjustments
,could be made on an individual basis and only,for those contaminants
that are persistent for each instructor. However,Twhat is needed is a
practical'decision rule that would permit users of such evaluations
to make necessary adjustments in the appraisals to correct,for such.
persistent effects. Interactions among contaminants should also be
addresded. (SW)
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PERSISTENT RATEE CONTAMINANTS TN PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL
t

Abstract

This-paper examines the hypothesis that conventional approaches
to evgluating contaminants in performance appraisal oveTlook important

individual ratee effects. 'Important" in that they may.be different
than those identified for the total set of ratees and in that they per
sist over time.

A form was developed- and applied to 23 instructors

ea01 of fonr semesters resulting in at least l500,observations pe
\semester.

The.existence of persistent ratee contaminantssis demonstrated.

-Further, the contaminant set identified for.the individual rbtees is.not
identIcal to that identified.by the total ratee set.
also briefly, discussed.
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PERSISENT1ATEE CONTAMINANTS IN PERFORMANCOAPVRAISAL.
4
A

,

Cock' or effective teaching'is

universally agreed upon as important

of literature on
and desirable.t Yet, despite an increasingly large body
./
little is, known.,
the subject (see Selected Bibliography for exa4les),

precisely about what A good Or effective teacher is.

.

Efforts to isolate

the essential differences between good and poor'teachers-are numerous,
especially,at the.elementary ahd secondary school levels, but, While pro
gress has been made, much remains to be done.

It is not yet very clear

'

and
which portions.of a teacher's behavior are essential for learning

which are essential for student satisfaction with 'the learning'process,for instance.

and universities have developed and/or are developing per

C 1

.

formance appraisal instrumentg-to prqvide some student involvement in the
evaluation of teaching.

These instruments are being used increasingly by

administrators as at least one source of information upon which to make
personnel dectsions.

Deparrmental or subject matter specific ,instruments

and
are rarely developed despiee the obvious problems of aggregation

applic

ilitTwhich result from using a universitywide .instrument.

But

administrative/actions based on even carefillly developed instrumenEs may

be in error due,to the existence,of persistent ratee conta

ants.

The

spurposes of thisyaper are first to demonstrate the existente of such per.
*isteht effects.and then .to briefly-discuss their implicatiOns.
"3

The Form

The particular form used in this research was developed as a depart

mental or subject matter specific form by a faculty committee consisting
of a lawyer, 'an expert in performance evaluation in bo0-1 the private and

*
1

public sectors

and a faculty member familiar with basic research in teachS.

,ing-evaluation.

This committee examined the literature and several existing

ruments and decided to strive fof relevancy in the items used.

There-.

im-,
fore, items which the literature suggested as being non-relevant were

mediately dropped from consideAtion--dress, hair length, sex, and.the,
A tentative list of items coveDing "dimensions" and "behaviors"

like.

identified in the.literature was develo"ped.

The "dimensions" and"behav-

,fors" were: ,(1) warmth; .(2) guided discourse or indireCt method of teach,

ing;_(3) Tontrol-or grasp of subject matter; (4) enthusiasm, motivatiug
.and reinforcing.; .(5). organizing; coordinating And managing06) préseriting,

explaining and demonstrating; (7) evaluating; and

(8) advising and counsel-

ing,) That tentative list was submitted to thee departmental faculty and a

form finalized following faculty review.
,

The form was used in all sections of all courses taught by the department each regular semester for two years.

In each semester, there were

,
.

1500 or more
,

11k

tained (student forms, ndt separate students,

as a single student may have,had more than one instructor).

A total of 23

instructors were evalOted all four semesters; to assure comparability, onl
these 23/were used in the analysis although more than 30 taught each of.,the
semesters.

A split-half reli'ability coefficient.(Spearman-BroWn) was calculated
for each Semester.

'The results were: 0.81 (N=2007);,0.84*(N=1627); 0.84

(N=1798); and 0.84 (N=1499).' .17actor stability was als.o found to %exist as

can be readily seen in qable 1.

These' data suggest_that the internal con-

sistency and stability of the form was acceptable or even excellent.
To Check for possible contamination, several items of student backA

groUnd and perceptions about the.course were obtained and mere correlated

4;

TABLE 1

FOUR SEMESTER FACTOR ANALY$IS
(Items Grouped by-Highest Loadirig on Rotated Factor Maki-ix)
(Principal Components Method; Varimax RotatiOn)
(EaCh-*--RePresents-Ofle-Semestex)------

'-

Factor
Item
5

Openness

Interest in
Students

4* * * *

Testing Mechanics- Material

14
22
6

15
3

10
16
17

S's feel free'to ask questions
Instructor asked challdnging questions
Instructor open to other \ziews
Instructor-used Socratic method

P

'

9

Main Point of Item where S refers
to students and I to instructor .

of

View

.

* * * *
* * * *tr
* * * *

.

* * *

Instructor Provided guidance

* *

I met with S outside of class
I persoliallx interested In S
*

examination feedback useful

*.

* * * *
* * * *
* * * *
*

20'
4'

8

exam questions were clear
I fair in gr'ding examinations
sam2le of material
exams were*aL
course reEuirements and zrad4nD clear

*

* * *

*

*

*

Instructor,organized
Course objectives clear
Instructor was well prepared
I stressed important material
I accomplished objectives of course
material c ye red at satisfactorx 2ace

*

11

*

*

* *
* *

*

*

19
21
25

* *

1'2

13
1
7

*

* * *

*

*
*
*
*

*
,18

*

23
24

I aroused S interest in material
conce2ts clearly 2resented

*

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*

,

Instructor kneW material
L displayed interest in material
.1 used examfiles to clarify matetial
I enthusiaslic about material
,I presented nformation not in text

four
for three semesters and
'NOTE: Using eigenvaluesoof 1.0 or greater, five factors were'obtained
the "Mechanics" factor was not
factors for the fourth semester. For that fourth semester,
it lAts im the othef three semItters.
separated -frail' the "View

of liaterialor as

with the overall ratings, 4hich were' given to the insv.pqiors.

;he data

,

preserlted in Table 2 demonstrate.that while several highly significant .
a

contamination effects are present, they are quite small and, indeed., singly

, 'would acount for extremely small proportions of variance in the oveTall
L

ratings.. These data, too', suggest that the form used was acceptable or
even hettet.

Ratee Contaminants.

Thus far what has been done is'rather conventional (wi-th-the exception

of four replications of factor analysis) for the evaluation of teachIng,'
. A faculty comTittee wqs used to assure face validity and acceptance.in the
form developed.

The reliability of the-form and its factor st-hility 1,'"-Tefe

assessed to assure the internal'consistency and s.tability of the form..

Possible contaminants were checked to assure that the evaluations received
were more likely to be the resull of the performance of the instructor,than
characteristics o:f thestudents or the course.

In this instance, all in-

dicators were tat the'foll:m was acceptable but Chat slight contaminants

appeared to exist--the grade whiCh the student expects to receive in the
course, the sex of.the instructor, and the time of day at which the course
begins.

,

But what if one or more of the instructors performed in such a way as
4

to evoke.a

ersistent pattern of responSeifrom students with regard tO the

evaluation--a pattern reflecti4 not performance buc some chhracteristic of
the student?

WhaC if an instructor constantly made sexist remarks so that

femalusTinderrated the instructor while males were mixed in their reactions?

Such ratee spe6ific contamlnanevmight go undetected using a conventionalappXoach to evaluate the form such as outlined above.

The usdal assumption

seems to be.that such effects might exist but would notlpersist.

Therefore,

-1

TABLE 2,,

;
-CONIIAMINATION ANALYSIS

J.
Semester
.

Background Factor

+0.0050

Major,

2

1

.

-9.0980

3

4

-0.0548

-0.0032

40.0290

-0.1176***

-0.0253

.+0.0191.

1+-0.0631*

+0.0008

+0.0745*

,i0.1362***

Reason for Selecting
Coqrse

-0.0049

+0.0045

-0.0482

-0.0308

Care.er Plans

+0.0154

-0.0409

-0.0089

-0.0346

Sex

+0.0294

+0.0227

°+0.0612

+0.0290

Sex of Instructora

+0:1057***

+0.1150***

Match.between Studeht
Sex.and Instructor
Sex

+0.0686**

Overall:Grade Point
Average

70.0294

EITected Grade in
Course

+0.1363****

Difficulty of Course'
Time and Effort
Required in Course

.Classification

Time Course Begins

'a

+0.1160***,

+0.11).16***

+0.0903***

+0.1148***

+0.0397

.+0.0778**

+0.0636**

-0.0281

+0.1905***

+0.2304***

+0.1248***

-0.0395

-0.091g***

-0.0875***

+0.0266

-0.0107

-0.1035***

-0.1439***

+0.0244

,

-

.* 1)4=0.01
**

***
a

pl=0.001

.

p50.0001

Sex was coded 1 for males and 2 for females.

,

,

.

.

.

,

(N=4)
an examination of those .effects by 'instructor (N=23) for each semester
.
.

The results are summarized in Table

was performed.

3%

As 'can be seen from the data in labIe3, 8.6 percent of. the instructor
.

ratees halAe pers

t

contaminants,associated with their evaluations where
,

.

......

persist-ept is defined to mean significant (p.40.1.6) id all four semesters.
,

...-

If a slightly laoser definition.of.persistent is usedsigdificant in three
of the fouYsemesters, this increaAes ,to 34.7 f:lercent, Over a third of the

I.

This means, of, Course, that for those ratees, the evaluations

insciors!

may not be assessing performance accurately.
One of the twelve possible .contaminants is involved fo'r six of the

eight facultyexpected grade in course-and the correlation is as high as
,

<-4

0.59 for tile-of the instructors Ln'One semester.

The other'persistent con-

taminantrare the time at which the course Wegins, the tiMe and efToft re.

quired of the student in the course, and .the student's major.

These latter

two were not identified as, persistent when the total data set was analyzed.

\ Further, th& sever the instructor, yhich had geen,identified\as a persistent
contaminantfor the total data set, does not appear as one on an instructor-

A

.

by-instructor basis.
Conclusions
*

These dat-a,clearly demonstrate the existende of persistent ratee con0.

vg
taminants even-for an instrument which is acceptable to thOs'e for whom it

4

is designed to be apiplied and which appears to be reasonably good,from a

-psychometric gtandpoint.
,

.

This means that, even if conventional approacheS

are used to assure good evaluiltions,are being conduceed, some ratees° may be

receiving improper evaluationshigher or...lower than.their performance alone
would sugtest.
What-can be done?

First, even if the total dati% set is used in a

ae

fABLE'3

'RATEE CONTAMINATION ANALYSIS

Ratee

1

2

4

1

f,h,j

2
3

C)It

4

e,f,h,j

5

a,f,h,1
7
:.

-8

b()
c,f,h,i0,k,1

9

10
11
12

'a,b,f,h,i

.

j

b,c

13
14
15
16
17
18

1
,-

O

lc'

e()
e;f,
a,b,d
a,f,h
f,h,

k,1
d,i
a,c,d,h,j

b,j,k

fill p

a,i
.,f,h(16k,1

b,i0()
c,1

f,h(p'

ac,d,iak
.

b,c,k,-1

eib,d,T,h(D61
h,j

i,j"

19
20.

a

21

c,i,j,1
a,c
k

22

d,f,h,k,1

b,c,f,h,j

b,c,e,f,h,1

k
h,c,j

1

23

NOTE:

Only those contaminants significant at the 0.10 level are shown'.
a =, major

b
c
d
e
f
g

=
=
=
=
=
=

ylassififttion
time cogrse begins
reason for selecting course
career plans
sex of student (1=me1e;2=female)
sex of instructor (1=m;2=f).

h = match between student
sei and instructor sex
= oVeraTi grade paintave.
= expected grade/in course
k = difficulty of course
1 = time and effort required
in course

denotes persistent contaminant for particular ratee/instructor.
p.

0.0

10

regression model to adjust for possible contaminants, proper results may.,.
not be obtained.

As indicated by these data, contaminants Which appear

significant for the tOtal .data set may :;ot be persisterit ones for ratees

4

And some which are persistent for ratees may ribt,show up for the total
data set

Second, the contaminants which emerge with each administration

.of au instrument are likely both to_involve more ratees than those for

whom persistent contaminants exist and

to involve more possible contam-

.

inants than actually will persist.

This would seem to suggest that ad-

justments would have to be made on an Individual basis and only for those
contaminants which are persistent for each individUal.

This is Clearly

a monumental'task ancrone wbich is' not likely to be undertaken by many
organizations,

What is needed is a practical decision rule which will permit users
,

of such evaluations to make necessary ad1 ustments in the appraisals to
,

correct for such'persistent effects without all of this effort, if yossible.
A

However, before that can be done the qu-estion of interactions amongitbese

contaminants mustalso be addressea.

It is highly likely that "reason for

choosing the course," "career faans," "classification," and "major"'Will
.display some interaction which may heighten or lessen the problem idpntified
here.

The next step in the,raSearch project being reported here is to ex-

amine those interactions and to move toward the establishment of a decision
rule for Lrea-ing the problem.
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